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Projects Recommended For Considera;on

1. “Large” Message Transport
2. Clariﬁca;ons and Updates Involving XDR/XDM
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“Large” Message Transport
Goal:
Deﬁne a standard mechanism for transpor;ng messages with large payloads via Direct.
Background:
Direct today is ill-suited for transpor;ng messages with large payloads, such as
radiological images, due to message size limita;ons oTen set by MTAs; such limita;ons
are set usually to mi;gate poten;al opera;onal issues with processing large messages.
In June 2017, MaxMD proposed developing an approach using RFC 2046 and oﬀered
demonstra;on source code suitable for use within the Java RI. Implementers Workgroup
included some ;me for discussion in monthly mee;ngs through end of 2017. Topic has
been tabled since.
Recommended Approach:
Re-ini;ate discussion, examine op;ons, and develop a new implementa;on guide
deﬁning a standard mechanism for large message transport.
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Clariﬁca;ons and Updates Involving XDR/XDM
Goal:
Clarify and modernize Direct speciﬁca;ons where XDR/XDM is involved. ShiT certain XDR-related requirements to
more appropriate scopes.
Background:
XDR and XDM for Direct Messaging hasn’t been updated since its original publica;on in March 2011. Since then:
Certain clariﬁca;ons and errata have been iden;ﬁed, and while some are accounted for in ONC’s modular
speciﬁca;ons and MU tes;ng, they have yet to be addressed in the spec itself. IHE also has released its own
minimal metadata standards, which may obviate the need for the XDR and XDM spec to deﬁne its own.
It’s also notable that the Applicability Statement (v1.2) now contains requirements deﬁning basic failure
no;ﬁca;ons, but the XDR and XDM spec is silent where no;ﬁca;ons are concerned (the Edge Protocols IG does
contain requirements that pertain to failure no;ﬁca;ons in an XDR environment, but these are ;ed to tracking for
MU). With no;ﬁca;ons now deﬁned in the main spec that deﬁnes Direct, it’s worth considering moving certain
requirements currently in the Edge Protocols IG related to XDR and no;ﬁca;ons into the XDR and XDM spec. Doing
so would also create an opportunity to address feedback on <direct:disposi;on> values.
Recommend Approach:
Ini;ate subgroup to consider updates to the XDR and XDM spec and Edge Protocols IG. Reach out to EHR vendors
in advance and issue call for par;cipa;on to ensure comprehensive feedback and broad buy-in.
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XDR and XDM for Direct Messaging:
Errata and clariﬁca;ons – 1
1. Sec;on 4.1, in SOAP header example: Fix incorrect namespace designa;on by changing env:role
to direct:role and env:relay to direct:relay.
2. Sec;on 4:3: Correct SMTP commands by changing the following: “SMTP TO” to “RCPT TO” and
“RCPT FROM” to “MAIL FROM”.
3. Sec;on 4.3: Fix typos by changing “The Web Services address is used to iden;ﬁer the SOAP
endput for the XDR message” to “The Web Services address is used to iden;fy the SOAP
endpoint for the XDR message”
4. Sec;on 4.4: Correct SMTP commands and clarify SMTP-SOAP mapping by changing the
following:

The SMTP TO and RCPT FROM commands MUST carry the recipients and sender of the transac;on, which
SHOULD be taken from the SOAP header values, if available, or the metadata SubmissionSet.author and
SubmissionSet.intendedRecipient values

…to…

The RCPT TO and MAIL FROM commands MUST carry the recipients and sender of the transac;on, which
SHOULD be taken from the SOAP header values, if available, or the metadata SubmissionSet.author (for MAIL
FROM) and SubmissionSet.intendedRecipient (for RCPT TO) values
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XDR and XDM for Direct Messaging:
Errata and clariﬁca;ons – 2
5. Sec;on 6.2.1, conﬁden;alityCode: Correct reference of “table 2-150” to “table 2-151”.
6. Sec;on 6.2.1, formatCode: Correct reference of “table 2-152” to “table 2-153”.
7. Sec;on 6.2.1, healthcareFacilityTypeCode: Correct reference of “table 2-156” to “table 2-157”.
8. Sec;ons 6.2.1 & 6.2.2, limitedMetadata: Add entry for alribute “limitedMetadata” in these
sec;ons, with XDS Source set to “N/A” and Minimal Metadata Source to “R”. Using the IHE
Supplement on Metadata-Limited Document Sources (hlp://www.ihe.net/
Technical_Framework/upload/IHE_ITI_Suppl_Support-for-Metadata-Limited-DocSources_Rev1-1_TI_2011-08-19.pdf), set Value Conformance deﬁni;on in 6.2.1 based on Table
4.1-5 and in 6.2.2 on Table 4.1-6.
9. Sec;ons 6.2.1 & 6.2.2, uniqueID: Correct to match IHE requirement that uniqueID be an OID by
changing “UUID URN” to “UUID URN formaled as an OID”
10. Sec;on 6.2.2, sourceID: Correct to match IHE requirement that sourceID be an OID by changing
“UUID URN” to “UUID URN formaled as an OID”
11. Sec;on 8.0, in ExampleA-simple-text-to-XDR.txt and ExampleB-aAachment+text-to-XDR.txt:
Correct urn in examples to value speciﬁed in IHE Vol 2b Sec;on 3.41 by changing “urn:ihe:i;:
2007:ProvideAndRegisterDocumentSet” to “urn:ihe:i;:2007:ProvideAndRegisterDocumentSetb”.
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XDR and XDM for Direct Messaging:
Addi;onal Considera;ons
» Currently, the permissible loca;on of the <direct:metadata-level> tag is unclear.
Some implementa;ons are placing it within <direct:addressBlock> (ex: Java RI),
others outside it. At ;mes, this has created issues with interoperability. Sec;on
6.1.1 should be updated to clarify permissible loca;on(s).
» The XDR and XDM spec was published containing its own requirements deﬁning
minimal metadata due to delays within IHE issuing its own supplement. IHE has
since issued a supplement covering minimal metadata, and par;es conforming to
the Edge IG are required to also conform to it. Should the XDR and XDM spec
con;nue to maintain its own deﬁni;ons around minimal metadata, or should the
spec just reference IHE’s supplement?
» Now that the core spec for Direct, the Applicability Statement (v1.2), contains
requirements deﬁning basic failure no;ﬁca;ons, should the requirements currently
in the Edge Protocols IG (Sec;on 1.5.2.1.1, Delivery Status No;ﬁca;on Using XDR)
deﬁning no;ﬁca;ons via XDR be shiTed to the core spec for XDR and Direct, the
XDR and XDM spec? Doing so would ensure even implementa;ons following only
the core specs are conversant on properly genera;ng and handling no;ﬁca;ons. If
this is done, the values for <direct:disposi;on> should be adjusted to match
appropriate MDN values.
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ImplementaFon Guide for Direct Edge Protocols:
Follow-up Considera;ons
» If the XDR and XDM for Direct Messaging spec is adjusted so that it points to the
IHE supplement for minimal metadata (rather than deﬁning its own), then Sec;on
1 will no longer need to require conformance to the IHE supplement.
» Assuming Sec;on 1.5.2.1.1 requirements for no;ﬁca;ons are moved to the XDR
and XDM spec, does it also make sense to consider shiTing requirements in Sec;on
1.5.2 deﬁning the mechanism for reques;ng delivery no;ﬁca;ons to the Delivery
NoFﬁcaFon IG and then referring back to them? Doing so arguably would make
areas of concern cleaner.
» If this spec is going to be touched anyway, it may be ;me to consider depreca;ng
or elimina;ng the WS-ReliableMessaging por;ons of the spec, assuming use is low
enough or non-existent.
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Useful Links
» Applicability Statement for Secure Health Transport – the norma;ve speciﬁca;on
deﬁning Direct transport
hlp://wiki.directproject.org/
Applicability+Statement+for+Secure+Health+Transport
» XDR and XDM for Direct Messaging – deﬁnes standard conversions between Direct
and IHE XDR, enabling STAs to serve XDR edge clients
hlp://wiki.directproject.org/XDR+and+XDM+for+Direct+Messaging
» ImplementaFon Guide for Direct Edge Protocols v1.1 – provides guidance for
standard mechanisms connec;ng STAs and edge clients
hlp://wiki.directproject.org/ﬁle/view/
Implementa;on+Guide+for+Direct+Edge+Protocols+v1.1.pdf
» ImplementaFon Guide for Delivery NoFﬁcaFon in Direct v1.0 – deﬁnes standard
posi;ve and nega;ve delivery no;ﬁca;ons, enabling assurance of quality of service
hlp://wiki.directproject.org/ﬁle/view/
Implementa;on+Guide+for+Delivery+No;ﬁca;on+in+Direct+v1.0.pdf
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Discussion

